


ESCAPE is a unique lifestyle and dining concept inspired by 

the “Joie de Vivre” of the Southern Seas, providing the city 

of Budva with an authentic Beach Restaurant experience.

Open only during the summer season, it stands hidden in 

the most remote and beautiful part of Dukley Resort, 

surrounded by nature and the deep blue of the Adriatic 

Sea. The destination offers moments of calm and privacy.

Playing on all the senses, the chic, discreet and natural 

setting, guests will discover a reprieve from the outside 

world, while authentic South Mediterranean flavors 

stimulate the palate.

Escape is a perfect choice whether you are seeking a chic 
daytime chill-out spot or an evening to remember!

CONCEPT



FAST FACTS

Concept: Beach & Restaurant

Opening Date: 15th June

Closing Date: 10th September

Operating Hours: 10AM – 12 AM

Kitchen Hours: 12 PM – 11 PM



FOOD
Simplicity of time-honored flavors and the best quality 

ingredients become our culinary canvas offering a soulful 

dining experience.

The menu will showcase unpretentious food, artisanal 

ingredients carefully curated from all over the South 

Mediterranean region, highlighting artisans and small 

producers of the different regions.

Chef Jovan and Nikola embrace tradition and present a 

menu filled with beloved classics.

Highest quality Fish & Seafood from our Display prepared by 

our Chefs to your preference.



BEVERAGE

Finest selection of wines and champagnes with 

emphasis on the great Whites and Rosé of Provence  

and south of Italy.

The bar is an integral part of the beach & restaurant 

offering a curated list of cocktails made with the 

creative twist of our mixologists.

Coladas, Specialty Mojitos, Caipirinhas & Fun Martinis 

will be featured in our list.  

Large Selection of Mocktails & Smoothies



Fresh “Catch of the day” and seafood 

prepared with various cooking techniques.

Hot and Cold Mezzes and Fresh Summer 

Salads

 Catch of the day Carpaccio

 Hot and cold mezzes to share

 Local fresh summer salads

 Traditional spreads

 Seafood pasta

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

The Food



Exceptional waterside location offering amazing sea views. 

Natural surroundings with various dining areas, heights & seating zones for all to enjoy. 

ESCAPE during the day will be a trendy chill-out destination which by sunset will be transformed 

to the most lively outlet of the hotel. 

Easily accessible by land or boat.

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

The Location



Exceptional music system that is contained to “sound zones”. Live DJ performance on the deck by 

the sunset lounge bar playing remixes from 3pm daily.

Trovadors and live performers will transform the nights at “ESCAPE” bringing the fiesta at our 

guests’ tables.

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

The Vibe




